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This Week:
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DoIT Department on Aging Team Recognized for Go Lives
Creating a Holistic View of the Opioid Crisis Through Data
CIO Council Meets

DoIT Department on Aging Team Recognized for Go Lives
Aging Director Jean Bonhoff, DoIT Acting Secretary Kirk Lonbom, Cluster CIO Brad Long
and CIO Russ Kemple recognized several DoIT team members at the Department on Aging
as “rock stars” for their recent efforts in revitalizing and completing significant application
projects. In the past two months, five DoIT development staff worked long-hours to move several applications
into production. The Aging Cares Project and Ombudsman program were moved to production and the Call
Center application moved to shared servers. Two applications central to Aging’s ability to provide needed
services to the elderly, Critical Event Reporting Case Management and Adult Protective Services Case
Management, were jump-started and quickly became integrated into the menu of production applications on an
accelerated schedule. Kudos to the team of: Craig Allen, Lindsey Dixon, Ganesh Ganga, Jill Pence and Satheesh
Purayil!

Creating a Holistic View of the Opioid Crisis Through Data
The Analytics Center of Excellence (ACE) hosted Dejan Jovanov from the Department of
Public Health to address their monthly meeting on September 11. Mr. Jovanov has seventeen
years of IT experience in the health care industry and a specific skill set in informatics. He
provided an update on how data collected from various sources is assisting in Illinois’ response to the opioid
crisis. To date, five dashboards and thirty indicators and measures have been published to provide the statistics
needed to make informed decisions affecting a nation-wide catastrophe. Contact Krishna.Iyer@illinois.gov of the
State Data Practice for further information on open data and tools supported.

CIO Council Meets
DoIT agency CIOs and thought leaders met on Tuesday, September 18 to share progress
reports on strategic initiatives and programs. Topics included enterprise mapping, a
statewide analytics report, unification update, cybersecurity and more. The bimonthly
meetings provide an opportunity for the enterprise-wide IT leaders to connect live for collaboration and updates.

DoIT FYIs and Reminders
Last chance to register for the first-ever Illinois Government Innovation Academy,
an in-house leadership program focused on rethinking the role of government.
Registration and details found here.

